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Must be the ozone from the last rain.
A journey of many steps with you.
It, too, is happy.

Octogenarian — a long trip of memory.

Welcome to spring
A time of people happy
Wandering around, feeling good for themselves content in life.

Consider the tulip.
A flower
Happy in its tulipness.

Summertime is the bee
Buzzing industriously
A great accomplishment indeed
In this time of year.

Consider the tree
Branches and trunk
Giving shade from the sun.

Fall.
Need more be said?
Can anything else be said?
Rakes scrape persistently gathering leaves for jumping, to burn.

Winter January, February, March.
Welcome to spring

Bud becoming leafthings.

A young woman blossoming.

Love comes.

And grows.

As does the child.

A new birth.
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